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Monitor
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Display, Optical drive
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Size

Section 4

Terms of Delivery

2

As per RfP
Vendor's query
Reply to Vendors
21" TFT height and tilt 21" TFT Monitor is a Wide TFT Monitor size mentioned is
specification
adjustable, color NON WIDE, Monitor. Non wide TFT doesn't minimum
active
Matrix,
and comes in 21". Also request you required. Vendor may provide
configuration.
Resolution: 1366x768, Energy to go for 22" TFT Monitors higher
star compliant with two inbuilt since this monitors are cheaper Specification may be read as
speakers at the front. [in case than 21" TFT or 21.5" TFT 21" TFT height and tilt
adjustable, color WIDE/ NON
vendor provides speakers on Monitors.
21" and 21.5" are Professional WIDE, active Matrix,
and
monitor]
TFT Monitors which are Resolution: 1366x768, Energy
expensive and not required for star compliant with two inbuilt
a
normal
users. speakers at the front. [in case
vendor provides speakers on
monitor]
12.1 inch diagonal WXGA we can provide internal DVD Screen size can be 12.1” or
with built-in Camera,
writer with i5 processor with 13.3” with built in camera.
DVD-RW [OEM Specific]
13.3" Laptop. Also you can In case of 13.3” maximum
save cost per laptop since weight can be 2.15Kg.
there is good amount of cost
difference between 12.1" and
13.3" laptop.
21 inch non wide screen
21" TFT Monitor is a Wide TFT Monitor size mentioned is
Monitor. Non wide TFT doesn't minimum
specification
comes in 21". Also request you required. Vendor may provide
to go for 22" TFT Monitors higher
configuration.
since this monitors are cheaper Specification may be read as
than 21" TFT or 21.5" TFT 21" TFT height and tilt
Monitors.
adjustable, color WIDE/ NON
21" and 21.5" are Professional WIDE, active Matrix,
and
TFT Monitors which are Resolution: 1366x768, Energy
expensive and not required for star compliant with two inbuilt
a normal users.
speakers at the front. [in case
vendor provides speakers on
monitor]
All items should be delivered Delivery time required is within Delivery time may be read as
within Two weeks from the Four weeks.
with in 3 weeks
date of purchase order at
Trust’s location/office.
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Monitor

21" TFT height and tilt 21.5” height and tilt adjustable,
adjustable, color NON WIDE, Non-wide, 1920 x 1080, energy
active Matrix, and Resolution: start compliant, with sound bar
1366x768,
Energy
star
compliant with two inbuilt
speakers at the front. [in case
vendor provides speakers on
monitor]

Monitor size mentioned is
minimum
specification
required. Vendor may provide
higher
configuration.
Specification may be read as
21" TFT height and tilt
adjustable, color WIDE/ NON
WIDE, active Matrix,
and
Resolution: 1366x768, Energy
star compliant with two inbuilt
speakers at the front. [in case
vendor provides speakers on
monitor]
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MOUSE

Two button optical scroll
mouse with mouse pad
Should be of same make as
desktop

May be read as Two button
optical scroll mouse. Should be
of same make as desktop.
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CABINET

Tower Model
cabinet)

Specification may be read as
Tower model (ATX/Micro ATX )
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Chipset
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Display

Mobile
Intel
QM57/HM57 QS57 Express Chipset
Express Chipset
12.1 inch diagonal WXGA with 13.3” WLED Anti-Glare LEDbuilt-in Camera
Backlit Display (1366x768); 2.0
mega pixel camera
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USB Ports
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Serial (Optional)
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RJ11
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S-Video TV Out (Optional)
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Modem

(Micro

No mouse pad available.
Mouse pad is End-Of-Life. It
was sought after when ball
mouse were used. With optical
& laser mouse, the relevance
is not felt.
ATX ATX Cabinet

QS57 Express chipset is
acceptable.
Screen size can be 12.1” or
13.3” with built in camera.
In case of 13.3” maximum
weight can be 2.15Kg.
Minimum 3 USB, 2.0 ports
2 USB 2.0 Ports, one of them Vendor may provide USB hub
acts as eSATA as well for fast for additional USB ports.
data transfer
One [Optional]
Available
through
Legacy Serial port support may be
Extender or E Port Plus
provided
using
external
connectors.
One
External modem
Vendor may provide external
56 Kbps Fax/Data Modem.
One [Optional]
Not available
S-Video support may be
provided
using
external
connectors.
Internal 56 Kbps Fax/Data External
Vendor may provide external
Modem
56 Kbps Fax/Data Modem.

